
Ridecell Fleet IoT
Powering digital transformation for fleets.

From collecting to activating data

The insights, automation, and control
to transform your business.

Insight Management

Turn your insights into actionable 
automated workflow triggers, whether 
they come from our system or yours.

From physical to remote control

Digital Vehicle Control

Unlock workflows by distributing digital 
keys, controlling access, and immobilizing 

vehicles without lifting a finger.

From manual to hands-o� operations

Workflow Automation

Use business rules and digital integration 
for “self-acting” fleet control that 

prioritizes, manages, and resolves alerts 
and tasks on its own.



Improve operational e�ciency and
revenues from your fleet

Shared

The solution for running a free floating, 
station based, scheduled and on-demand 

carsharing service.

Rental

The solution for car, truck and van rental 
fleets that brings corporate and 

individuals a self-service rental process 
while providing greater security and 

automation for routine tasks.

Motorpool

The solution for corporate and 
government motorpool fleets to create 

more e�cient fleets and serve more users 
without adding resources.

Fleet IoT Solutions

Logistics

The solution for last mile delivery vehicles 
and logistics fleets to streamline operations 

with actionable insights and automation.

Security

The solution for all fleets needing protection 
around the clock with a fully-automated 

security management solution that knows 
when to disable digital keys, trigger 

immobilizations and notify authorities.

The Fleet IoT platform brings the power of 
digital transformation to fleets. Now Fleet IoT 
solutions extend the platform with fleet 
specific solutions packaged for your fleet 
type. For shared and rental fleets, our 
solutions help grow the bottom line with 
fleet monetization and optimization 
capabilities purpose-built to meet the needs 
of your service. And for last mile logistics and 
motorpool fleets, the solutions for these fleet 
types let you manage your fleets more 
e�ciently leading to more uptime and 
dramatically lower cost of operations.
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